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STRESS SHIFT AND METRICAL
STRUCTURE

Hamza QublanAl-Mozainy,
King Saud University,
Riyadh
Robert Bley-Vroman,
Universityof Texas, Austin
John J. McCarthy,
Universityof Texas, Austin

The first argumentfor metricalstructure(in the sense of Liberman(1975)and Libermanand Prince(1977))from a language
other than Englishand the first argumentthat supportsmetrical
structure for its dynamic role in the phonological derivation
appears in Prince's (1975) seminal work on the phonology of
TiberianHebrew. Princearguesthat penultimatestress in nearunderlying/kaataibuu/is shifted rightwardunder vowel reduction to yield /kaat3bfiu/(which ultimatelysurfaces as kaWf3a).
Prince'smetricalinterpretationof this observationis that vowel
reductionto schwa forces a concomitantrelabelingof a rightbranchingmetricaltree, automaticallyshiftingstress rightward:

wsw

kaatabu

-

w w s

kaat3buu

If vowel reductionentailsrelabeling,then the metricalstructure
assigned by the Hebrew stress rule predicts the direction of
stress shift-the stress moves to the sister node of the metrical
tree. As Prince points out, a representationof stress without
the elaboratedstructureprovidedby trees would make no such
prediction.1
Phenomenaof this sort have emergedlately as a means of
comparingarborealmetricaltheories (like that above) and gridbased metricaltheories, which posit prominencerelationswithout associatedhierarchicalstructure.Here we will presentwhat
McCarthy'sresearchwas supportedby the NationalScience Foundation undergrantnumberBNS-8121002.
' Prince (1975) also observes that phenomenaof grammatically
controlledstress shift providefurthersupportfor the metricalconception of stress shift in TiberianHebrew. McCarthy(1979b),discussing
the full range of stress shift rules in TiberianHebrew, concludes that
they requiredirectreferenceto metricalfoot structure.Rappaport(1984)
reaches a conclusion similarto that of Prince, makingan explicit comparisonbetween arborealand grid metricaltheories.
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we believe to be an unimpeachablecase of stress shift under
vowel deletion where the direction of shift is governed by arboreal metricalstructure.The data come from the languageof
the first author, a Bedouin Arabic dialect spoken in the Hijaz,
Saudi Arabia. A comprehensive account of the majorphonological processes in this dialect, which we will refer to as Bedouin Hijazi Arabic or BHA, appears in Al-Mozainy (1981),
where the stress shift and its arborealmetrical interpretation
were first noted. Ourargumentis in some ways complementary
to thatconstructedby Kenstowicz (1983),who treatsstress shift
undervowel deletion with respect to the totally differentstress
system of a Bedouin dialect spoken in the Negev.
BHA shares with all other Bedouin Arabic dialects a rule
deleting short a in an open syllable if the following syllable is
also open and contains short a. This rule is formulatedin AlMozainy (1981) essentially as follows:
(2) Low Vowel Deletion

a -0/

C

[Cal,

This rule is responsible for the following alternations,chosen
from several differentmorphologicalpatterns:
(3) a. sahab
'he pulled'
sahabna
we pulled'

b. n'axal
'palm trees'

c.

shabat
'she pulled'
shabaw
'they (m.) pulled'

shaban
'they (f.) pulled'
nx'alah
'a palm tree'

gyalai

gylaWah

'castles'
salag
'huntingdogs'
yanam
'sheep'

'a castle'
sligah
'a huntingdog'2
ynimi
'my sheep'

As is apparentfrom the data in (3), the effects of Low Vowel
Deletion are distributedwidely throughthe languageand are
not tied to any particular morphologicalconfiguration.The
structuraldescriptionof the rule can be met, as in (3a), by inflectional suffixationto the perfective verb. It can also be met
by formationof so-called nominaunitatisfrom collective nouns
by additionof the femininesuffix -ah and by suffixationof pronominalenclitics like -i 'my'. Althoughthis rule is not surface
true (subsequentprocesses create configurationsof the sort that
Low Vowel Deletion eliminates), it does appearto be excep2 The raisingof a to i in this and the followingexampleis the result
of a separateprocess discussed in Al-Mozainy(1981).
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tionless in its scope of application.We must thereforeconclude
that it is authenticallyphonological.3
Stress is assigned in BHA by the usual Eastern Arabic
Stress Rule (McCarthy(1979a; 1980)), a slight variant of the
familiarRomance Stress Rule. Stress falls on a superheavyultima (CVVC or CVCC);lacking one, it falls on a heavy penult
(CVV or CVC); lacking both, it falls on the antepenult. Examples appearin (4):
(4) a. maktuiub 'written'
'I hit'
8arabt
b. maktuufah 'tied (f. s.)'
c.

gaabfilna

'meet us (m. s.)'

maalana
yasribin

'our property'
'they (f.) drink'

As expected, disyllabic words retract stress as far as they can
consistent with their length and distributionof syllableweight.
The question at issue concerns the interactionof Stress
Assignmentand Low Vowel Deletion. The formsin (3) are consistent with ordering Low Vowel Deletion before Stress Assignment,so that, for example, underlying/sahabaw/could first
lose the vowel in the antepenultand then receive stress on the
penult,yieldingshabaw. Thereare, however, a numberof counterexamplesto this conjecturein longer words:
(5) ?inkisar
'he got broken'
?inti8ar
'he waited'

?inksarat
'she got broken'
?int8aran
'they (f.) waited'

?iftikar
'he remembered'

?iftkdraw
'they (m.) remembered'

'ixtibar

?ixtbdraw

'he took an exam'

'they (m.) took an exam'

The penultimatesyllable of the forms on the left has underlying
a, which is raisedin an open syllable(dependingon the adjacent
consonantism)by an independentlymotivatedrule of BHA (cf.
footnote 2 and Al-Mozainy (1981)). Thus, the underlyingrepresentationsare Pinkasar/and so on, with Low Vowel Deletion
applyingin the forms on the right.
Although the forms on the left in (5) are stressed in accordancewith the usual pattern,those on the rightare, at least
on the surface, in violation of it. If, as we first conjectured,
Low Vowel Deletion precedes stress assignment, then the
forms on the right cannot be derived; we would expect *2nk3 Al-Mozainy (1981) argues that there is another rule deleting a
that is not purely phonologicaland that has a quite differentenvironment. This rule deletes the vowel of the feminine singularsuffix -at
before a vowel: hIrmti 'my wife' from underlying/hurm+at+i/ (cf.
hIurmah'woman').
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sarat and so on.4 It must instead be the case that stress is assigned and subsequentlyLow Vowel Deletion applies, forcing
a rightwardshift of stress when the stressed vowel is deleted
as in (5).
An additionalexample of stress shift undervowel deletion
also occurs in this language.In BHA, as well as in some other
Bedouin dialects both in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere, a sequence of a short low vowel followed by a uvular,pharyngeal,
or laryngeal consonant (therefore also [+ low]) undergoes
metathesis in a closed nonfinal syllable, accordingto the rule
in (6):
(6) Metathesis

+ 1
+low

rsyll1

- syll]

+low
2

3

1

02

13

This rule is supportedby the following data from the imperfective verb. In (7a) we see the normal CVCCV(C)canonical
pattern of the underived imperfective;only when the second
consonant is [+ low], as in (7b), do we find the CCVCV(C)
patternthat results from metathesis:
(7) a.

y'aktib

b.

y-yazi

'he writes'
yasrab
'he drinks'

'he raids'
yhaikum
'he rules'

ta'ktib
'you (m. s.) write'

t7arif

nasbah
'we swim'

'she knows'
nxatuf
'we snatch'

The CVCCVCcanonicalpatternis the underlyingcase in both
types, so that, for example, /yayzi/ underliesthe surface form
yyazi.

Of course, these data are compatiblewith either order of
Stress Assignmentand Metathesis,but longerwords show that
stress is applied first and then shifted after the applicationof
Metathesis. In the so-called tenth form of the verb, the usual

' Abboud(1979)has suggestedthat stress retractionis blockedby
a sequence of three consonants.Apartfrom the inherentimplausibility
of this suggestion, which is unprecedentedin the by now quite comprehensive literatureon the relationshipbetween syllable weight and
stress, it is false empirically.Al-Mozainy(1981) shows that stress retracts over three consonantsin other circumstances,where a different
syncope rule has applied:ydktbin'they (f.) write';ydktbih'he writes it
(m.s.)'.
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surface canonical patternis CVCCVCCVC:
(8) ?istaslam 'he surrendered'
?istafham 'he inquired'
?istaigdam 'it became old'
But when the first consonant in the root is a laryngeal, pharyngeal,or uvular,we find that Metathesisyields a surfaceform
that is opaque with respect to Stress Assignment:
(9) /2istaTzam/- ?ist7azam
'he accepted an invitation'
/2ista,yfar/-* ?ist-ydfar
'he asked Allah for forgiveness'
If these forms were stressed afterthe applicationof Metathesis,
we would expect stress to fall on the initialsyllable ratherthan
the penult. We conclude, then, that the deletion componentof
the Metathesis rule induces exactly the same sort of rightward
stress shift as Low Vowel Deletion.5
Metricaltheory with hierarchicaltree structureprovidesa
general account of these two cases of rightwardstress shift,
relatingthe directionof shift to the formof the stress rule itself.
The tree-structureor arborealinterpretationof a stress rule of
the BHA type is uncontroversialin metrical theory: a leftbranchingmetricalfoot includes the stressed syllable and any
syllables that follow it (Prince(1976), McCarthy(1979a;1980),
Hayes (1980)). Since differences among the proposals for derivinga foot of this sort are irrelevantto our point here, we will
adopt a formulationin the style of Hayes (1980) without argumentor discussion. The algorithmfor stress assignmentproceeds as follows:
(10) Stress Assignment

On the rhyme projection
a. A word-finalrhyme is extrametrical.
b. Constructa binary,left-dominantfoot fromright
to left.
c. Constructa right-dominantword-leveltree.
5 A possiblereanalysisof the phenomenaunderlyingMetathesists
suggestedby some observationsfrom TiberianHebrew phonology.In
Hebrew, syllable-finalpharyngealand laryngealconsonantstriggerinsertion of a following very short a (Prince(1975), McCarthy(1979b)):
/yaSmod/-- ya'dmo 6 'he stands'. If we suppose,as does Abboud(1979)
for a Najdidialect, that such a rule appliesin BHA, we can then appeal
to Low Vowel Deletion to complete the derivation:/yayzi/ -l yayazi
-- yyazi. This would then reduce the two distinctcases of stress shift
underdeletionto one, whiledemonstratingthe very generalapplicability
of Low Vowel Deletion. It does, however, lead to a numberof rule
orderingdifficultiesdiscussedin Al-Mozainy(1981, 171ff.)thathave not
yet been resolved.
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Heavy syllables are assumed to project as branchingrhymes,
light syllables as nonbranchingrhymes, and superheavysyllables as the sequence branching-nonbranching(McCarthy
(1979a)). By convention, the extrametricalfinal rhyme is adjoined as a weak sister to the immediatelyprecedingfoot.
The ultimateresult of these operationsappearsin (11):
(11)
Word

w/s

Foot

ws

\ Fsr

sw

ww

bara\b(t) gaabil(na) ya ri(bin)
These metricalfeet force the directionof stress shift after
a stressed vowel is deleted. Stress Assignmentis stipulatedto
precede Low Vowel Deletion, and Low Vowel Deletion may,
as in the examples in (5), delete the stressed vowel with consequentrestructuringof the metricaltree. The partialderivation
proceeds as in (12):
(12)
Word

w

Foot

/

w

s

s

w

?inkasa(rat)

-

s

w
2inksa(rat)

Deletion of the antepenultimatea induces pruningof the metrical tree, with the resultthat stress shifts to the right.The somewhat unexpected surface stress patternof BHA thus follows as
an automaticconsequence of the system ratherthan as an arbitrarypropertyof the grammar.Forms with Low Vowel Deletion like those in (3) show this stress shift as well, but we cannot
prove that because their transparentsurface stress means that
they are consistent with the opposite orderingof the rules as
well. This account, of course, generalizes in a naturalway to
the deletion componentof Metathesisas well.6
6
Al-Mozainy(1981)argues that the rule of Low Vowel Deletion
is sensitive to morphologicalstructurein a way typical of cyclic rules,
a resultthat may have interestingconsequencesfor the analysis. When
a formlike ?int&dratreceives the thirdmasculinesingularobjectenclitic
-ih, it surfaces as Pint8frtih,with deletion of a from the thirdfeminine
singularagreementsuffix -at by the rule discussed in footnote 3. The
underlyingform, considerednoncyclically, actuallydisplays two possible sites for Low Vowel Deletion,thoughonly the firstactuallyundergoes the rule:Pintabaratih/-- ?int8 rtih.The problemis to select which
a will delete. Because Low Vowel Deletion applies to a in an open
syllable followed by a in an open syllable, we cannot orderthe rule in
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A more generalresult Qfthis analysis is its implicationsfor
the properrepresentationof stress. A lively and productivedebate is occurringat present over the relative meritsof metrical
theories positing trees (or properly trees and grids) (Prince
(1976), Liberman and Prince (1977), Selkirk (1980), Hayes
(1980; 1982; 1984))and those positing the more impoverished
grid structuresonly (Prince (1983), Selkirk (1984)). It appears
that grid theory does not make the desired predictionfor the
BHA facts. To see this, we should consider how Stress Assignment(10) is translatedinto grid theory.
In a grid-basedanalysis of BHA stress, the assignmentof
syllable weight and extrametricalityremainsthe same but there
are differences in the procedurefor distributingrelativeprominence. Specifically,the rule is statedas follows (cf. similarrules
in Prince (1983)):
(13) Stress Assignment (Grid)

On the rhyme projection, where each element of a
rhyme counts as a mora
a. The word-finalrhyme is extrametrical.
b. Apply the perfect grid from right to left, trough
first, mappingone grid position onto each mora.
c. The last peak receives an extra x.
This proceduregives the followinggridfor the underlyingform
/?inkasarat/,whereextrametricalityis indicatedby parentheses:
(14)

x
x x
xx x x

?i nkasa (rat)
Underthe assumptionthat deletion of a vowel inducesdeletion
of its accompanyinggrid elements, the predicteddirection of
stress shift is incorrectlyleftward,to the next most prominent
syllable 2in. Under different assumptions about deletion or
about stress assignment itself (for example, that the grid elements persistafterdeletionof the vowel), the gridtheorymakes
no prediction about the direction of stress shift. An analysis
cast in terms of this theory would therefore need to stipulate
the effect of Low Vowel Deletion on the position of stress.
Halle (1982) has adduced a case of essentially the same
footnote 3 before Low Vowel Deletion and achieve the desiredresult;
the hypotheticalintermediateform Pintabartih/would permitdeletion
of neither of the italicizeda's. We could, of course, ratherunenlighteningly stipulate that Low Vowel Deletion is left-to-rightiterative,
which would have the righteffect, but a far more interestingsolution
is to considerLow Vowel Deletionto be cyclic. It wouldthenfirstapply
to delete the indicated a in /?inta8arat/,but on the next cycle, with
suffixationof -ih, it would be blocked from applyingby the general
prohibitionin this languageagainstclusters of four consonants.
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characteras furtherevidence for the arborealnatureof metrical
structure.This analysis, based on work by Archangeli(Bennett
(1981)), involves apparent accent shifts in Tokyo Japanese
under vowel devoicing. Prince (1983, 95) observes that there
are several clear tonological accounts of the same facts, all involving the independently necessary persistence of autosegmentaltones underdeletion. A similarpoint can be made about
anotherexampleof the same type, the shift of accent in Russian
under the deletion of jers (Halle (1973)).In view of the lack of
other substantialconfirmationfor the use of arborealmetrical
structurein pitch-accent systems and the explanatorysuccess
of the tonological alternatives, it appears that autosegmental
and not arborealinterpretationsshouldbe favoredfor the Japanese and Slavic cases.
The tonologicalsolutioncannot be generalizedto the BHA
case, however. A system distributingrelativeprominencein the
way BHA does is uncontroversiallyincompatiblewith a tonologicalreinterpretationalongthe lines describedfor TokyoJapanese and Russian. Apart from the wide agreementamong specialists that Arabicdialects have a system of prominencebased
on dynamic stress rather than pitch accent, it would be surprising and unprecedentedto find pitch accent distributedby
what amountsto the Romance Stress Rule.
Given that BHA has arborealstress shiftundervowel deletion, we might wonder why such phenomenaare not encountered more often in the Arabic dialects, where syncope rules
and similarrules of stress assignmentabound.For example, no
such phenomenonis reportedin the detailedstudiesof Egyptian
Arabicphonology by Broselow (1976)and Welden (1977)or of
PalestinianArabicby Younes (1982).The differenceis thatmost
syncope rules explicitly eschew deletion of stressed vowels or
precede the assignmentof stress and thus could not show stress
shift. Characteristically,these syncope rulesdisplaya hierarchy
of the vowels they delete, in some cases deletingonly the less
sonorous high vowels, in others deletingall vowels, in all cases
only when unstressed. In other words, these syncope rules delete vowels that are less prominentby virtue of their lack of
stress and, in some cases, their relatively lesser sonority. The
BHA rule of Low Vowel Deletion is clearly of a muchdifferent
type; it deletes only the most sonorouslow vowel and then only
when a low vowel follows in an open syllable. It is not governed
solely by phonotacticconsiderations(conspiracies),but rather
it appearsto function as a fairly abstractkind of dissimilation,
eliminatingan underlyingconfigurationof two successive identical nuclei by deleting the first of them. This typological distinction seems to underliethe differencescited, an observation
that is confirmedby the fact that the reflex of Low Vowel Deletion in the Negev Bedouin dialect analyzed by Kenstowicz
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(1983)also induces stress shift, thoughon the outputof a completely differentstress rule.
In sum, we have shown that two rules of BHA phonology
that delete vowels induce rightwardstress shift withinthe arboreal metricalfoot. It is worth consideringthe status of this argument,which apparentlyfavors the arborealover the gridtheory. The arborealtheory makes the correct predictionbecause
it incorporatesa mild sort of globalityinto the representational
system-stress shifts rightwardbecause that is, in effect, the
directionfrom which the stress was assigned, within the same
foot. Grid theory, by disallowingthis sort of structure,is also
prohibitedfrom transmittingto subsequentrules this information about how stress was assigned. In a sense, then, our demonstrationof an apparentinadequacyof grid theory is unsatisfying. In effect, we have shown that the conceptually more
impoverishedand universallymore restrictivegridtheory is incapable of performingsomethingwithin the scope of the considerablyricher arborealtheory. If such phenomenaare common, thoughthis does not appearto be truegiven the propensity
of the cases for tonological or other reanalysis, then of course
arborealtheory is clearly superior.As it stands, then, our result
emerges as a possible directionfor researchratherthan a completely convincing demonstrationof superiority.
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Metricaltheory attempts to account for the range of possible
stress systems within a highly constrainedframework.Current
research in metrical theory is directed toward demonstrating
how its restrictive structure, necessitated by the demands of
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